Robust Arbitrary-View Gait Recognition Based on 3D Partial Similarity Matching.
Existing view-invariant gait recognition methods encounter difficulties due to limited number of available gait views and varying conditions during training. This paper proposes gait partial similarity matching that assumes a 3D object shares common view surfaces in significantly different views. Detecting such surfaces aids the extraction of gait features from multiple views; 3D parametric body models are morphed by pose and shape deformation from a template model using 2D gait silhouette as observation. The gait pose is estimated by a level set energy cost function from silhouettes including incomplete ones. Body shape deformation is achieved via Laplacian deformation energy function associated with inpainting gait silhouettes. Partial gait silhouettes in different views are extracted by gait partial region of interest elements selection and re-projected onto 2D space to construct partial gait energy images. A synthetic database with destination views and multi-linear subspace classifier fused with majority voting is used to achieve arbitrary view gait recognition that is robust to varying conditions. Experimental results on CMU, CASIA B, TUM-IITKGP, AVAMVG, and KY4D data sets show the efficacy of the propose method.